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best practices in heavy transport 

an essential guide on safety, planning, 
calculations, costing and maintenance
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Marco J. van Daal 
Marco J. van Daal has worked in the heavy lift and transport industry since 1993 starting with Mammoet 
Transport from the Netherlands and later with Fagioli from Italy, both respected companies and leading 
authorities in the industry. His 20 years-plus experience includes projects on five continents and in over 55 
countries and has resulted in a best-selling book, “The Art of Heavy Transport”. Early in his career, Marco worked 
mostly in the Middle East and East Africa. He joined Fagioli in Houston, USA, in 2001 and left for Aruba in the 
Dutch Caribbean in 2004 to set up a heavy lift company specializing in work in the Caribbean islands. In 2006, 
he set up his own business in heavy lift and transport training and education, working with companies 
such as Mammoet, Siemens and Bechtel.

His book, The Art of Heavy Transport, is in its third reprint and is an authority in its field. It has earned Marco a contributing 
membership with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) on the committee that sets the standards for 
the use of cranes and other lifting devices. A committee focusing on a transport standard is in the making. Marco's skills are wide 
ranging, including project preparation and planning, equipment selection, engineering and scheduling plus the 
execution, managing, and guiding of heavy transports. He has experience with SPMT, conventional and multiple 
transporters, multiple operators, ro-ro operations and site moves. In addition, he has experience of lifts with hydraulic cranes, 
crawler cranes, ring cranes, multiple crane lifts, uprighting and tailing, hydraulic gantries, and strand jacks, just to name a few.

Marco has a real passion for sharing knowledge and experience, the prime reason for his frequently held seminars all over the 
world. Marco is one of 12 pioneers that have designed an online Lift & Transport Engineering course that has been 
approved by the ASME and accredited by the Lifting Equipment Engineers Association. It is the only course in the world 
carrying this approval/accreditation. An engineering graduate, he is a member of NIRIA, the Dutch Engineering Society; 
FEANI, the European Engineering Society; and he holds a post graduate degree in general management and economics from 
Hogeschool in Amsterdam. 

- Understanding the importance of good and correct communication, examples from NASA
- How to plan a project, understanding the planning and execution of a transport and lift covering the load, the route to 
  travel, equipment selection and execution
- Selecting the right transporter or crane for the load or job
- What is possible and what is not, learn how to take equipment to the max in a safe way
- Understand why it is important to know the application and limits of each equipment, rigging tool
- Learn why it is important to agree on terminology before starting the job
- Recognize unsafe situations before they occur
- Understanding and calculation of ground pressure
- Learn how to assess (complex and multi-discipline) transport and lift plans
- Learn how to properly prepare and perform a load-out
- A thorough understanding of all Heavy Lift and Transport aspects beyond the common boundaries

and lifting, emphasizing safety
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